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Figure 1: ERROR::NumericOverflow. Nobody an-
ticipated the breach of the levees.

ABSTRACT
Preventing data mining disasters is an important problem
in ensuring the profitability and safety of the field of data
mining. Some data mining disasters include decision tree
forest fires, numerical overflow, power law failure, danger-
ous BLASTing, and an associated risk of voting fraud. This
work surveys a number of data mining disasters and pro-
poses several prevention techniques.

1. DATA MINING DISASTERS AND REC-
OMMENDATIONS

1.1 Numeric overflow
Numeric overflow is a significant problem in machine learn-

ing programming. In 2007, numeric floods caused over $600
million in property damages [1], and a loss of several thou-
sand nerd-hours of work.1 A lack of response fromthe Pro-
gramming Emergency Management Agency (PEMA) was
also often cited as an issue in such catastrophes.

When faced with a situation of numeric floods (such as
that shown in Fig. 1.1), a drowning researcher’s best bet is
to grab hold of a floating log among the debris.

11 nerd-hour = 1 grad-student hour = 6 undergrad-hours =
0.5 faculty-hours

Figure 2: This is probably a log-normal distribution.
This is not a power law.

1.2 Power law failures
While much natural phenomena follow long-tailed distri-

butions, there is a tendency to believe that everything is
self-similar and that all long-tailed distributions are equiva-
lent to power-laws (see Fig. 1.2). This has become a source
of debate between computer scientists, physicists, and statis-
ticians. The last group tends to be very particular on what
constitutes a “distribution”. A debate may be found in [3,
9].

Techniques for avoiding this sort of power-law failure are
described in detail in [4].

A possibly more dire form of power-law failure occurs
when researchers spend too much time arguing whether or
not some long-tailed-looking data actually comes from a
power law, log-normal, or doubly-Pareto log-normal gener-
ator. Everybody knows that things get nasty when statis-
ticians get religious about something (for instance, the turf
wars between rapping statisticians Emcee M.C. and the Un-
biased M.L.E [7]).

1.3 Decision tree forest fires
Occasionally researchers using pruning algorithms on their

decision trees get carried away. Instead of pruning unneces-
sary branches in the interests of reducing overfitting. The
experimenter just burns down the tree until it is a decision
stump. Repeating this on every decision tree built is what is
termed a decision tree forest fire (see Fig. 3). This is not to



Figure 3: Remember, kids, only you can prevent
decision tree forest fires.

be confused with the Forest Fire Model, a generative model
for evolving social networks [5].

As prevention measures, researchers should obtain a burn-
ing permit before choosing to prune their decision trees with
fire. Also, smoking while researching is not recommended,
and anyone engaging in such behavior should ensure that
their “butts are out”.

1.4 BLAST accidents
Bioinformatic tool Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST)

[2] is useful for comparing sequences of amino-acids in pro-
teins, or of base-pairs in DNA sequences. However, if used
improperly, it can be over-sensitive. This is what we term a
mining BLAST accident.

A recommendation to avoid such disasters it for researchers
to be properly trained in using BLAST, as well as alternative
algorithms for subsequence matching.

1.5 Voting fraud by one-armed bandits
Data mining also may suffer cascading failures from er-

rors made in other fields. Two important game theory and
mechanism design subfields are voting mechanisms and one-
armed bandit problems [10]. A fatal mistake is made when
combining the two, which results in inaccurate data; thereby
creating data mining disasters when data mining researchers
attempt to use these data.

There are several common methods that one-armed ban-
dits use of committing voter fraud. For instance, they may
impersonate actual voting machines (see Fig. 4). They may
also try to confuse polling officials by citing various viola-
tions of policies set by the Americans with Disabilities Act.
They may also cram cake[6] into the voting machines2.

2The cake is a lie.

Figure 4: This is what happens when you don’t pay
attention in your undergrad AI class.

Figure 5: Regulation safety helmets for data miners
can prevent accidents.

2. OTHER PREVENTION TECHNIQUES

2.1 Cool Helmets
As a safety precaution, data miners should wear mining

helmets, such as that shown in Fig. 5. And overalls, ideally.
This will also serve to legitimize data mining as a real field of
mining.3 As a result, it will raise morale among researchers
and prevent the often fatal results of data mining accidents.

3. CONCLUSIONS
The author hopes that this paper will raise awareness

among data miners of risks involved in the field of practi-
cal prevention techniques. When faced with any sort of data
mining disaster, it is generally advisable to remain calm and

3Talismans such as scarves, fanny packs, and pony-tails may
also serve as good-luck charms in preventing data mining
disasters.



blame it on one-off errors, lack of rigor in proofs of correct-
ness, or whatever government agency is funding the project.
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